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Responsible Management of Information SystemsIdea Group Publishing, 2004
This book discusses the question of how information systems can be used and managed in a responsible manner. Normative problems such as intellectual property, privacy, power distribution, etc., are at the heart of many of the problems faced by users and managers of information systems. Responsible Management of Information Systems...
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Voice and Speech Quality Perception: Assessment and Evaluation (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2005
Foundations of Voice and Speech Quality Perception starts out with the fundamental question of: "How do listeners perceive voice and speech quality and how can these processes be modeled?" Any quantitative answers require measurements. This is natural for physical quantities but harder to imagine for perceptual measurands. This book...
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Mike Meyers' A+ Guide: PC Technician (Exams 220-602, 220-603 & 220-604)McGraw-Hill, 2007
Essential Skills for a Successful IT Career
Mike Meyers, the leading authority on CompTIA A+ training and certification, has helped hundreds of thousands of people master the skills covered on the CompTIA A+ exams--and now he can help you, too. Completely updated for the new CompTIA A+ standards, Mike Meyers' CompTIA...
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Virtual Teams: Projects, Protocols and ProcessesIGI Global, 2003
Virtual teams are a relatively new phenomenon and by definition work across time, distance, and organizations through the use of information and communications technology. Virtual Teams: Projects, Protocols and Processes gathers the best of academic research on real work-based virtual teams into one book. It offers a series of chapters...
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Introduction to Random Signals and NoiseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Random signals and noise are present in many engineering systems and networks. Signal processing techniques allow engineers to distinguish between useful signals in audio, video or communication equipment, and interference, which disturbs the desired signal.    

    With a strong mathematical grounding, this text...
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Communications Satellites: Global Change Agents (Telecommunications Series)Routledge, 2004

	Over the past 40 years, satellites have played a key role in creating a global culture, spreading worldwide entertainment, stimulating technological interchange, and promoting trade around the world. Communications Satellites: Global Change Agents addresses communications satellites not only in terms of the technology and the services...
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Coping with Interference in Wireless Networks (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2010

	Unlike wired networks where transmitters have no effect on receivers other than their own, in wireless networks we are limited by interference. The traditional routing methods are not optimal any more when it comes to a wireless medium. The maximum data rate on each link depends not only on the power in that link but also on the transmitted...
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Pheromones and Animal Behavior: Chemical Signals and SignaturesCambridge University Press, 2014

	Pheromones and other kinds of chemical communication underlie the behavior of all animals. Building on the strengths of the first edition, widely recognized as the leading text in the subject, this is a comprehensive overview of how pheromones work. Extensively revised and expanded to cover advances made over the last ten years, the book...
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Understand Body Language (Teach Yourself)Hodder Education, 2011

	
		Now updated for the 21st century with the very latest on NLP and other cutting-edge research








	
		Not restricted to the workplace, but covering every social and domestic situation, this guide offers readers the knowledge and understanding to be able to use and interpret body language...
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Programming INDIGOMicrosoft Press, 2005
Microsoft Code Name “Indigo” is an advanced infrastructure and programming model for creating connected applications. It's like nothing that has come before. That's a bold statement, so allow me to put it in perspective for you.

I wrote my first communication program over 20 years ago and...
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A Unified Framework for Video Summarization, Browsing & Retrieval: with Applications to Consumer and Surveillance VideoAcademic Press, 2005
Large volumes of video content can only be easily accessed by the use of rapid browsing and retrieval techniques. Constructing a video table of contents (ToC) and video highlights to enable end users to sift through all this data and find what they want, when they want are essential. This reference puts forth a unified framework to integrate these...
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HTML, XHTML & CSS All-In-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	I love the Internet, and if you picked up this book, you probably do, too. The Internet is dynamic, chaotic, exciting, interesting, and useful, all at the same time. The Web is pretty fun from a user’s point of view, but that’s only part of the story. Perhaps the best part of the Internet is how participatory it is. You can build...
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